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DESCRIPTION

60773

1995 Chateau Calon Segur Saint Estephe

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$135.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The wine is opaque purple-colored. With coaxing, the tight aromatics reveal some weedy cassis intertwined with truffles, chocolate, and beef
blood-like aromas. On the palate, there is an element of sur-maturite, fabulous density and purity, and a boatload of tannin." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 92pts

60765

1995 Chateau Mouton Rothschild Pauillac

$595.00

N/A

N/A

"It reveals an opaque purple color, and reluctant aromas of cassis, truffles, coffee, licorice, and spice. In the mouth, the wine is "great stuff,"
with superb density, a full-bodied personality, rich mid-palate, and a layered, profound finish that lasts for 40+ seconds." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 95pts

253464

1995 Charles Heidsieck Blanc des Millenaires

$190.00

N/A

N/A

"Harmonious and rich, this has softened somewhat to reveal a smooth texture and vibrant structure that frames maturing flavors of brioche,
hazelnut, ginger and mineral, an intriguing mix that remains focused and persistent through the long finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator 95pts

24733

1995 Robert Mondavi Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve

$175.00

N/A

N/A

"An exceptional California Cabernet Sauvignon made in a compellingly elegant, graceful style." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

23062

1995 Veuve Clicquot La Grand Dame Rose

$775.00

N/A

N/A

"Somewhat mature aromas and flavors of decaying cherry and berry, warm spice and woodsy accents and a firm structure mark this silky,
vinous rosé. Like an aged Burgundy with bubbles. Will pair well with food." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

64318

1995 Krug Clos de Mesnil Blanc de Blanc

$1,299.99

N/A

N/A

"The 1995 Blanc de Blancs Clos du Mesnil is a beautiful, delicate, medium-bodied Champagne offering hints of flint, chalk, white peaches,
honeyed grapefruit, and lemon zest. This beautiful Chardonnay tastes of liquid minerals and reeks of terroir." Reviewed by Robert Parker. Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

256526

1995 Dom Perignon

$13,500.00

N/A

N/A

"Wonderfully subtle, complex aromas of white flowers, acacia honey, minerals, nuts and mushroom, with musky and leesy nuances. Oily, rich
and smoky but with terrific verve and lift. Quite substantial and chewy for a young D.P. but not at all heavy. Yellow plum and strong soil tones
in the middle and on the palate-staining finish. Offers a rare combination of richness and finesse." Reviewed by Stephen Tanzer. - Reviewed
by: International Wine Cellar - 95pts

67029

1995 Dom Perignon

$2,500.00

N/A

"Wonderfully subtle, complex aromas of white flowers, acacia honey, minerals, nuts and mushroom, with musky and leesy nuances. Oily, rich
and smoky but with terrific verve and lift. Quite substantial and chewy for a young D.P. but not at all heavy. Yellow plum and strong soil tones
in the middle and on the palate-staining finish. Offers a rare combination of richness and finesse." -Stephen Tanzer - Reviewed by:
International Wine Cellar - 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

